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Positioning Analysis for Worthwhile Studio

My research for positioning Worthwhile Studio and its marketing endeavors was both
surprising and enlightening. Having recently taught a paint and pour style art class at a local
wine shop, I was able to speak with some ideal clients during the class. I also sent out a survey
through facebook, asking several community groups to respond. I must note that there is no
data on the people who responded to my survey, so there is no way to know if any fall within
my ideal client profile. However, I assume there was an interest in the proposed service, and a
common geographic location for most survey participants. All total, I spoke to five people inperson and received survey information from 22 people. In addition, I spoke with two art
studio owners who offer studio space for freelance artists to teach workshops and classes.
I did, indeed, gain insight into how my concept is perceived from three very different angles.
First, I had positive feedback from my class attendees, all of whom fit sqaurely in my ideal
client profiles. They were women, aged 50s-70s, retired, community oriented with an interest
in the arts. They echoed my beliefs about the success of creating a paint and pour mobile
studio and strongly agreed that the business would be well-received in our area. The survey
group was not as positive, and in fact, at times responses were quite discouraging. Many
surveyors answered that they had a positive reaction to the idea, but did not see the business
idea as innovative, worth the cost, or necessary. The majority of those surveyed stated they
are not likely to particpate or are neutral about signing up for a class, and they not likely to
recommend the service to others. This particular finding, leads me to the feedback I received
from the two studio owners. Both studios struggle with class attendance and have a hard time
keeping their artists eager to teach future classes at the studio due to poor attendance. When
I mentioned one of the studios to an attendee in my paint and pour class, she stated that she
didn’t think the art studio was “legit.”
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Some of the other responses I received in the survey gave me insight about positioning
Worthwhile Studio. One surveyor stated, “I think it's dumbing down art. It would be great if
this town had some serious art classes since there are so many talented artists around. This is
another “gimmick." Another stated, “My friends are not likely to attend a party and have to
pay $30+. They would spend that to eat out or for a concert, but not for an art party.”
These two statements gave me the parameters of my postioning grid: High-Quality
Instruction to Low-Quality Instruction and Inexpensive Art Classes to Expensive Art Classes.

High-Quality
Penland

Worthwhile Studio’s
Paint n Pour Classes

John C. Campbell
Canvas

Inexpensive

Expensive

Wine & Design

Low-Quality

Penland School and John C. Campbell Folk School are the well-known, adult art education
schools for western North Carolina. There have been other teaching studios popping up in
the area, including ones like Canvas in Hendersonville. These three choices serve adults
wanting to learn new art skills who are willing to pay top dollar for quality art instruction. In
the lower left quadrant I have placed Wine & Design, but there are several brands at this level.
They offer somewhat low-quality teaching in exchange for creating an entertaining evening
for a reasonable price per person. I would like to position the paint n pour style classes for
Worthwhile Studio in the same price range, but with solid instruction that encourages
participants to explore and play with the course content. Eventually, when Worthwhile Studio
is fully realized, I would prefer to position it somewhere between Penland and John C.
Campbell, in order to get top-dollar for quality instruction and value. I see the paint and pour
aspect of Worthwhile Studio as a stepping stone for creating a brand that is know for highquality instruction. As my course offerings become more advanced, the price will increase,
moving me into the higher bracket with a solid following of budding artists.
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The important take-away from my market research is that it is imperative for a studio or
teaching artist to specifically target their ideal clients. Ideal clients are willing to pay top dollar
for quality art instruction, while people who are on the outskirts of the profile are less likely to
purchase such a service, much less pay top-dollar for a quality service.
Looking at points of contact, my business is visible and interacts with people in a variety of
ways:
-word of mouth
-social media
-email lists

-studio owners
-other artists
-friends

-meeting people in-person
-community boards
-blog posts

Perhaps the customer choice that most worries me is the concept of not choosing. My survey
responses echoed the reality that my classes and other studios face; sometimes people like
an idea, but choose not to participate for various reasons. When it comes to competitive
advantage, I think Worthwhile Studio’s paint n pour idea will need to push the value of
attending a class. One the surface, I am selling art instuction and the supplies needed to
complete a piece of art. However, below the surface, I am really selling the time and space
needed to create. The act of creating is what brings a sense of play, entertainment,
experiential learning, and connection to others. Worthwhile Studio intends to show people
how to let their inner artist out to play. The enemy here is not other studios or art teachers, it is
the inner voice of those who have been told they are not talented, creative, or original. When
I read the survey comment about how our town needed some serious art classes, I saw the
frustration of many creative people feel. Base on preliminary market research, there is a need
in my community for quality instruction at an affordable price. As an instructor, I strive to make
students feel supported and proud of their creative experience in my class. Creating at
Worthwhile Studio is worth the time (and money) spent.

“I likes arts and crafts, but I’m not good at painting, so I like the idea of doing
something where my finished product might be something I actually want to keep
or give as a gift. I like not having to organize all the bits and pieces needed to pull
off the project. And it’s always good to learn from someone who has the expertise.”
-Anonymous
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